How to prove the charitable character of your organisation?

**What** needs to be proven?  

1) **Proof of non-commercial legal form** (non-profit status)

2) **Charitable / non-profit activities**

3) **What happens to the asset (capital) if organisations dissolves?**

4) **Organisation does not make profit, positive balance is used for organisation’s new activities**

**How** to prove this?

- Don't forget to mark and translate the most important parts into English!

**copy of the official registration document of your organisation**

- most often found in the first few paragraphes of the statues

- also found in the statutes. Often along the lines of "assets will go to organisations or causes with similiar goals". If it's not mentioned, please check with the legal basic of the country your organisation is registered

- Often found in the statutes. If not, either check with the legal basic of the country your organisation is registered in or send the financial reports of the past two years.